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Everybody loves Rex. He is the most dazzling cat on Serengeti Street. The schoolkids who pass by are 
always impressed by his moves...until one day, an interloper threatens to take all the attention away. 

Themes: 
 Cats 
 Liking attention 
 Jealousy 
 Feeling proud 
 

Discussion Points & Activities: 
 It is often said that you can either be a ‘dog’ person or a ‘cat’ person.  Why do you think that 

this is the case? 
 How would you describe yourself?  
 Do you like cats? Do you have a cat? If so, what sort of cat is it and what is their name? 
 Why do you think Rexy wants all the children to like him? 
 Do you know what type of cat Rexy is?  
 How would you describe how Rexy was feeling when Pamela came along and took the     

attention away from him? 
 Rexy pretended not to care that Pamela was getting all the attention.  Why do you think he 

did this?  
 Pamela looks like a different type of cat than Rexy. Do you know what sort she is? 
 What is it about cats that makes then different to dogs? 
 Rexy saw himself as a ‘superstar’ and groomed himself to take care of his good looks. Do you 

think the children really saw him like this? 
 How do cats groom themselves? 
 Rexy warmed up with some dance steps: The Can Can, the Watusi, the Moonwalk, the Lovely 

Friendly Pussycat and the You’re a Very Cute Kitty. Make up your own dance moves and 
choose music that you think will go with your dances. Have fun trying out your new moves! 
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